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Steps to run CONSERTING on Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud 
 

General notes: 
• This AMI is to be used with c3.8xlarge EC2 instance type. It is 275 GB (10 GB on-instance general-purpose SSD + 25 GB mounted general-purpose 

SSD disk + 250 GB mounted general-purpose SSD) in size. It takes around 12 hours 15 mins to run using the sample data provided. This running 
time includes the running time of the CONSERTING component, which is around 2 hours 15 mins. 

• The instructions below assume that you already have an AWS account. 
• This pipeline has been tested with the genome GRCh37-lite. If you would like to make it work with other genomes, please contact the author. 
• CONSERTING runs CREST to perform localized SV analysis. Please contact the authors if the user is seriously interested in running SV analysis 

using an alternative SV detection method. 

 
Sample data: 

• The AMI contains sample BAMs in /mnt/disk3/compbio/bams/GRCh37-lite/. The tumor BAM is SJSIM001_D.bam and the normal BAM is 
SJSIM918_G.bam. These samples contain simulated sequences. 

• If you run the pipeline using these sample BAMs, you will need to also use the "-f" option in addition to the required params in step 2. 
• The whole pipeline takes around 12 hours 15 mins to complete. This running time includes the running time of the CONSERTING component, 

which is around 2 hours 15 mins. 

 
Steps: 

1. Login to the AWS console using your username and password.  
 
Notes: 
If you have an individual AWS account, the site is http://aws.amazon.com/console/, and if you have an institutional account, the site may be 
different. 
 

2. Go to the AMIs page. 
 

3. Search for the latest CONSERTING AMI using its name stjude-conserting in the "Search AMIs..." text box. 
 
Notes:  
- Refer to http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/usingsharedamis-finding.html for more info on how to do this. 
- This image is based on 64-bit Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server version 7.0. 
 

4. Right click on the latest AMI and select "Launch". 
 

5. Now, in the launch page that appears, select a c3.8xlarge instance. For the remaining fields, you can just select the 
default values. 
 
Notes: 
- Refer to http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/launching-instance.html#choose-an-instance-type-page for more info on 
how to do this. 
- A c3.8xlarge instance is required because 'wigToBigWig' program, used in the pipeline, requires close to 40 GB of RAM. 
 

6. Once the instance is ready to use, copy the tumor (case) and normal (control) BAM files to the EC2 instance using 
scp: 
# Copy tumor bam 
$ scp -i <PATH_TO_PRIVATE_KEY_FILE> <PATH_TO_LOCAL_TUMOR_BAM> ec2-
user@<INSTANCE_IP_ADDR>:/mnt/disk3/compbio/bams 
# Copy normal bam 
$ scp -i <PATH_TO_PRIVATE_KEY_FILE> <PATH_TO_LOCAL_NORMAL_BAM> ec2-
user@<INSTANCE_IP_ADDR>:/mnt/disk3/compbio/bams 
 
Notes: 
- <PATH_TO_PRIVATE_KEY_FILE> is the path to the private-key file (.pem) that you generated and saved on your local machine while creating 
the EC2 instance. 
- The <INSTANCE_IP_ADDR> is the public IP address of the instance. 
 

7. Now connect to the EC2 instance using ssh: 
$ ssh -i <PATH_TO_PRIVATE_KEY_FILE> ec2-user@<INSTANCE_IP_ADDR> 
 

http://aws.amazon.com/console/
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/usingsharedamis-finding.html
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/launching-instance.html%23choose-an-instance-type-page


Notes: 
The <INSTANCE_IP_ADDR> is the public IP address of the instance. 
 

8. Once you are on the EC2 instance, start the BLAT server so that it runs in the background: 
$ step01_start_daemons.sh 
 

9. Setup and run the pipeline: 
$ step02_setup_and_run_pipeline.sh -t FILE -n FILE -o DIR [–s STR] [-r FILE] [-c NUM] [-f] [-e EMAIL] 
    NOTE: 
      Since this is a long-running program, the ssh client or server may time out 
      and disconnect, which in turn will terminate this program. In order to make 
      the program keep running even after ssh disconnects, run this program using 
      'nohup'. For example: 
      $ nohup step02_setup_and_run_pipeline.sh PARAMS [OPTIONS] 
     
    REQUIRED PARAMS: 
      -t FILE    Absolute path to the tumor BAM file. 
      -n FILE    Absolute path to the normal BAM file. 
      -o DIR     Path to the output directory. Directory will be created 
                 if it does not exist. 'IMPORTANT': The output directory 
                 requires several GBs of space, so specify an output 
                 directory under '/mnt/disk3/compbio/' because this directory 
                 has enough free space. 
 
    OPTIONAL PARAMS: 
      -s STR     Specify whether you want to include the SV (structural 
                 variation) pipeline as part of the whole pipeline. 
                 Possible values are 'yes', 'no', and 'unsure'. Default 
                 value is 'yes'. If you specify 'yes', SV will be run. 
                 If you specify 'no', SV will not be run. If you specify 
                 'unsure', SV pipeline will be run but not the local SV 
                 search within CONSERTING; one benefit of doing so is 
                 that if later you decide to run re-run CONSERTING with SV, 
                 you will only need to run the CONSERTING component and not 
                 the SV pipeline, which is slow. 
      -r FILE    Path to the reference selection file. A template of 
                 reference selection file is located at 
                 '/home/ec2-user/conserting_ref_selection.txt'. 
      -c NUM     Threshold for the difference signal. Possible values are 
                 (0, 0.5]. Default value is 0.125. 
      -f         Force the local SV search in CONSERTING. When CONSERTING detects  
                 more than 1000 segments, it aborts because in that case it might  
                 take much longer for the local SV search to run. If you specify  
                 this parameter, the local SV search will be forced. 
      -e EMAIL   Email address where success/failure notifications will be sent. 
 
IMPORTANT: 
- The output directory will need several GBs of space, so it's better if your output directory is somewhere under /mnt/disk3/compbio/ 
because this directory has enough free space. 
- If you use the sample BAM files provided with the AMI, you will need to also use the “-f” option in the above step in addition to the required 
params. 
 

10. Once the pipeline completes, check the results in <PATH_TO_OUTPUT_DIR>/cnv/<SAMPLE_PAIR>/Result/ for proper 
reference selection of the diploid region. If the results look fine, you are done, otherwise continue to the next step 
to rerun CONSERTING using proper reference selection. 
 

11. Create a backup of the previous results: 
$ cp -r <PATH_TO_OUTPUT_DIR>/cnv/<SAMPLE_PAIR>/Result <PATH_TO_OUTPUT_DIR>/cnv/<SAMPLE_PAIR>/Result-`date 
+%F-%s` 
 

12. Re-run CONSERTING using a specific reference selection: 
$ rerun_conserting.sh –t FILE –n FILE -o DIR -r FILE [-s STR] [-f] [-c NUM] [-e EMAIL] 
    NOTE: 
      Since this is a long-running program, the ssh client or server may time out 
      and disconnect, which in turn will terminate this program. In order to make 
      the program keep running even after ssh disconnects, run this program using 
      'nohup'. For example: 
      $ nohup step02_setup_and_run_pipeline.sh PARAMS [OPTIONS] 
 
    REQUIRED PARAMS: 



      -t FILE   Path to the tumor BAM file. 
      -n FILE   Path to the normal BAM file. 
      -o DIR    Path to the same output directory that was passed to 
                'step02_setup_and_run_pipeline.sh'. 
      -r FILE   Path to the reference selection file. A template of 
                reference selection file is located at 
                '/home/ec2-user/conserting_ref_selection.txt'. 
 
    OPTIONAL PARAMS: 
      -s STR    Specify whether you want to run the SV (structural variation) 
                local search as part of re-running CONSERTING. Possible 
                values are 'yes', 'no', and 'unsure'. Default value is the 
                same as the value that was specified when running 
                'step02_setup_and_run_pipeline.sh'. 
      -f        Force the local SV search in CONSERTING. When CONSERTING detects  
                more than 1000 segments, it aborts because in that case it might  
                take much longer for the local SV search to run. If you specify  
                this parameter, the local SV search will be forced. 
      -c NUM    Threshold for the difference signal. Possible values are (0, 0.5]. 
                Default is the value that was used in ‘step02_setup_and_run_pipeline.sh’. 
      -e EMAIL  Email address where success/failure notifications will be sent. 
 

13. Once the pipeline completes, the results will be stored in <PATH_TO_OUTPUT_DIR>/cnv/<SAMPLE_PAIR>/Result/. If 
you need to re-run CONSERTING with another reference selection, go back to step 11, otherwise you are done! 
 

14. Done! 

 
Miscellaneous notes: 

The CONSERTING pipeline makes heavy use of GNU Parallel. For more info on GNU Parallel, please refer to: 
O. Tange (2011): GNU Parallel - The Command-Line Power Tool, ;login: The USENIX Magazine, February 2011:42-47. 

 
 

  



Input files for CONSERTING 
 
Running CONSERTING requires the input of two BAM files: Tumor BAM, and matching Normal BAM. The table below briefly 
documents the input files: 
 

File Name Description 

SAMPLE_D.bam The “diagnosis” or tumor sample BAM file. 

SAMPLE_G.bam The “germline” or normal sample BAM file. 

 

 



Output files from CONSERTING 
 
The CONSERTING analysis run can generate several output files depending on the data and the parameters used. These files 
are documented in the table below: 
 
Note: Please note that the bolded part of the file name is the notable part for the description of that file. 

File Name Description 

SAMPLE_D_G_CONSERTING_NoCREST_Mapability_100.txt No crest run 

SAMPLE_D_G_CONSERTING_NoCREST_Mapability_100_potential_conflict_segment.txt Potential conflict in reference 
selection 

SAMPLE_D_G_CONSERTING_Mapability_100.txt.QualityMerge Final CONSERTING segmentation 
result with CREST 

SAMPLE_D_G_CREST-map_final_report.txt.QualityMerge Final CONSERTING unbalanced SV 
result with coverage support. 
Columns are described in the next 
page. 

SAMPLE_D_G_CONSERTING_Mapability_100_potential_library_issue.txt Set up as CONSERTING run with 
CREST.  However, potential library 
artifacts detected and CREST run 
aborted.  To force CREST run, 
enable “forced.CREST” parameter. 

SAMPLE_D_G_CONSERTING_Mapability_100.png This file contains the CONSERTING 
Image generated (the number 100 
indicates the window size). Please 
see the Guide to reading this 
image in the next page. 

 
 
 
 



Column Descriptions in CONSERTING output. 
 

For Files:  SAMPLE_D_G_CONSERTING_NoCREST_Mapability_100.txt or 
SAMPLE_D_G_CONSERTING_Mapability_100.txt.QualityMerge 

Column Explanation 

chrom Chromosome (X=23 and Y=24) 

loc.start Starting coordinates of the segments 

loc.end Ending coordinates of the segments 

num.mark Number of windows in the segment (sequencing gaps and windows with low mapability score were 
excluded) 

length.ratio The ratio between the length of the used windows to the genomic length 

seg.mean The estimated GC corrected difference signal (2 copy gain will have a seg.mean of 1) 

GMean The mean coverage in the germline sample (a value of 1 represents diploid) 

DMean The mean coverage in the tumor sample 

LogRatio The log2ratio of the coverage signal between tumor and germline samples 

QualityScore (Used in 
CONSERTING with 
CREST only) 

A empirical score used in merging 

SV_Matched (Used in 
CONSERTING with 
CREST only) 

The SV support for the segment. A value of 0 shows no support on either end (the segment was 
called purely based on coverage changes); a value of 1 indicates support at the loc.start end (either 
starting of the chromosome or a supporting SV breakpoint); a value of 2 indicates support at the 
loc.end end and a value of 3 indicates supports at both ends. 

 
For file: SAMPLE_D_G_CREST-map_final_report.txt.QualityMerge (contains 8 columns indicated below): 

Column Explanation 

chrA 

These 4 columns define the chromosome, position orientation and number of softclip reads support for the left 
side breakpoint. Chromosome (X=23 and Y=24) 
 

posA 

oriA 

scA 

chrB 

Same as above but these represent the data for right side breakpoint. 
 

posB 

oriB 

scB 

 



For file: SAMPLE_D_G_CONSERTING_NoCREST_Mapability_100_potential_conflict_segment.txt (contains 3 columns 
indicated below): 

Column Explanation 

chr 
These 3 columns define the chromosome, start position and end position of the segments with potential LOH and 
CNA conflict. 
 

pos.start 

pos.end 

 
  



Included module version information. 
The CONSERTING pipeline makes use of the following programs. The version numbers as of the publish date of this guide are 
listed in the table below: 

Program Version used 

GNU Parallel 20140922 

wigToBigWig 4 

Bambino 2.0 

Samtools 0.1.10 

CREST 2.0 

CAP3 10/15/07 

BLAT tool 35x1 

gfClient 35x1 

gfServer 35x1 

twoBitToFa N/A 

bigwigToWig N/A 

JAVA 1.7.0_65 

Perl 5.16.3 

R 3.1.1 

Bash 4.2 

Bio-SamTools 1.39 

Picard 1.65 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Guide to Reading CONSERTING Image 
 

  
 
 

Karyotype View. The top section of the output image consists of a zoomed out karyotype level view of the 
CONSERTING CNA analysis. 
 
Chromosome Level Views. For each chromosome, the output image will contain a graph obtained from the 
CONSERTING analysis. This graph is essentially a zoomed in version from the karyotype view with more details 
visible. 
 
Centromere & Gap. In the attached image, you can see the centromere and the gap as a dark blue line with no 
signal (In the attached example image, see Chromosome 1 window). 
 
LOH View. The cyan and purple graph represents the Loss of Heterozygosity. It is located in each of the chromosome 
windows and occupies the top fourth of the view (between 1.0 and 1.5 of the Y axis). The cyan portion represents 
intermedia level LOH, and purple represents Strong LOH. 
 
Red Line. In the gray graph, the red line represents the presence of the segment which has an absolute difference of 
greater than 0.25  (abs(diff) > 0.25). In other cases a black line is displayed if the absolute difference is less than 0.25 
for that segment. 
 
Green Line. The green line represents the log ratio of the signal divided by 5. A bright green line represents copy 
number gain, whereas copy number loss is represented by a dark green line. An example of this can be seen in the 
lower right corner of the attached image (at Chromosome X and Y). 
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